London Fog: The Biography

Reviews and comments of London Fog: The Biography, with links where available
28/7/15 – Catherine Shoard in *The Guardian*
10/8/15 – John Rennie in *East End Life*
8/10/15 – Neal Ascherson in *The London Review of Books*
14/10/15 – Philippa Stockley in *Country Life*
26/10/15 – Amy Henderson in *The Weekly Standard* (USA)
27/10/15 – Extract on *The Culture Trip* website
29/10/15 – Ruth Richardson in *The Times Higher Education*
30/10/15 – *The New York Times*
2/11/15 – Philip Hoare in *The Guardian*
5/11/15 – Philippa Stockley in *Evening Standard*
5/11/15 – *The Londonist*
6/11/15 – Joe Shute in *The Guardian*
7/11/15 – *The Economist*
14/11/15 – *The Times*
16/11/15 – *The New Statesman*
16/11/15 – *The Washington Post*
18/11/15 – *Daily Telegraph*
22/11/15 – *Independent on Sunday*
22/11/15 – *Providence Journal*
22/11/15 – *The Seattle Times*
23/11/15 – *New Yorker*
28/11/15 – *The Guardian*
November 2015 – *Literary Review*

Interviews on the book
14/11/15 – Londonist Out Loud by N Quentin Woolf

Articles written by C L Corton
31/11/15 – *The Guardian*
2/11/15 – *Daily Telegraph*

Past and Future talks
16/11/15 – Heffers Cambridge branch, talk 6.30pm
23/2/16 – London Library, talk 6–7.30pm
27/6/16 – *London Fog and the Impressionists*, Gresham College London, lecture 1 pm